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The Western Gateway Sub-national Transport Body (STB) includes the councils - Bath and
North East Somerset, BCP (Bournemouth, Christchurch & Poole), Bristol City, Dorset,
Gloucestershire County, North Somerset, South Gloucestershire, Wiltshire and the West of
England Combined Authority. The councils are committed to working together and providing
a single voice to Government on strategic transport investment and prioritisation.
By working together the authorities aim to maximise Government funding for strategic
transport projects. This will assist in strengthening travel connections to local, national and
international markets which will in turn help the area to drive innovation, maximise
economic growth and improve industrial productivity. Ultimately this investment will
support the national economy and enable inclusive growth.

Western Gateway Vision
The vision of the Western Gateway
STB is to enable sustainable economic
growth by identifying a long-term
investment programme designed to
deliver a well-connected, reliable and
resilient strategic transport system;
that closes productivity gaps and
makes the Gateway area more
competitive, while respecting its world
class natural and built environments

The Western Gateway is formed by an alliance of the following Local Authorities:

STEM Gender Equality Congress
Addressing gender equality in STEM
through policy, practice and collaboration
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The Western Gateway area
The Gateway area links England’s South Coast to the Midlands; London and the South East to South Wales and the South West
Peninsula to the rest of the UK.
The Gateway area is home to over three million people and is set for a step change
in prosperity and productivity through an ambitious growth agenda over the next 20
years.
The growth agenda aims to deliver 300,000 new homes and over 190,000 new jobs.
It is both a highly desirable destination as well as a facilitator of movement through
nationally significant travel corridors.

Western Gateway aims
The aim of the Western Gateway STB is to produce a long-term Strategic Transport Plan to identify and prioritise transport
infrastructure, which will improve strategic connectivity between major centres and
ports in the region.
The strategy will also complement local transport initiatives to enable sustainable travel choices, reduce journeys times and
lower congestion. The Western Gateway STB will actively lobby Government and work closely with Highways England,
Network Rail, train operating companies and other key bodies to improve connectivity across strategic travel corridors in the
region.
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Western Gateway objectives
Our initial objectives include:
• To address the poor connectivity between the M4 and South Coast and to help
support planned development, drive business growth and improve access to
international markets.
• To identify and address transport-related barriers to the effective operation of labour
markets currently constraining the potential for business growth. This is particularly
prevalent in the West of England and South East Dorset areas.
• To support the development of low carbon transport solutions to help reduce
transport’s impact on the environment.
• To establish a whole corridor approach to travel management on strategic corridors
to improve reliability, safety and resilience.
• To support the development of transport infrastructure that enables sustainable
place-shaping by facilitating the delivery of significant land for new homes, business
growth and employment opportunities.

Western Gateway work priorities
The Western Gateway STB is working to respond to the Governments request to
identify our investment priorities for the major road network over the period of 2020
to 2025.
We will be making our submission to Government in July 2019 and the submission
will be accompanied by a Regional Evidence Base that will provide the basis of our
long-term transport strategy.

To help achieve our objectives, the Western Gateway STB will be
requesting funding from Government to help with developing the
partnership.

www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/western-gateway
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Strategic travel corridors
in the Western Gateway area
15 strategic travel corridors have been identified by reviewing emerging trends when collecting our
regional evidence base and discussions regarding emerging priorities for the Gateway area. The
corridors identified in the Western Gateway region are listed below with a brief description to explain the
area that they serve:

www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/western-gateway
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Major Road Network (MRN) Schemes
As a sub-national area we have prioritised seven major road network (MRN) schemes that are
deliverable and can commence construction by 2024/25 at the latest and are listed below.
Strategic Corridor

Scheme Name

Corridor C - A350

A350 Chippenham Bypass Improvements – Phases 4 & 5

Corridor C - A350

A350 - M4 J17 Improvement

Corridor D - A46 / A36

A338 Southern Salisbury Improvements

Corridor H - A38/A370

A38 – Churchill Lights/ Bristol Airport/ Barrow Tanks upgrade

Corridor I - Bristol Urban

A4174 Ring road capacity improvements

Corridor I - Bristol Urban

A4174 Ministry of Defence (MOD) Roundabout junction improvement

Corridor O - Bournemouth/ Poole urban area

A338 Wessex Fields Phase 2

Large Local Major (LLM) Schemes
As a sub-national area we have identified two Large LM schemes. The main focus is on transformational schemes intended to
form part of a sequenced package of improvements to deliver significant economic growth and improved strategic access.
• M5 Junction 9 and A46 (Ashchurch) bypass
This scheme will resolve a critical pinch-point on a route linking the M5 with the M40 and M1. Once completed the corridor
will provide an alternative for strategic vehicle movements using the heavily congested Birmingham Box (M40 / M42). The
route is also identified as a priority corridor by Midlands Connect Sub-national Transport Body and is essential to the
delivery of the recently announced Garden Town at Ashchurch to deliver up to 10,195 houses by 2041.
• A350 Melksham Bypass scheme
The A350 Melksham Bypass scheme will resolve a critical pinch-point on a route prioritised by the Western Gateway SSTB
to improve north / south connectivity and will complement several of the MRN priorities. This scheme forms part of a
package of measures to initially improve access within the northern section of the route. It is envisaged that improvements
to the southern section of the route will be prioritised within the next funding round. Improvements to this corridor will
fundamentally improve access and enable significant opportunities for growth throughout the Gateway area.
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LLM – Priority - M5 Junction 9
and A46 (Ashchurch) bypass

Overview
The A46 is a strategic route linking the M5 at Tewkesbury with the M40 at Warwick and the
M6 at Coventry, as well as access to the wider East Midlands area. The A46 is one of the key
principal entry points into the Western Gateway STB from the North.
The scheme proposal is for the significant upgrade to M5 Junction 9 and the realignment of the
A46 from the new motorway junction to the Teddington Hands Roundabout.
Strategically, the current position and route of the M5 and
Junction 9 acts as a barrier to west-east movements. This adds
to the perception of Tewkesbury as a ‘detached’ location with
limited accessibility to Ashchurch and other important rural
towns to the east and environmental constraints (River Avon
and floodplains) to the west.
There is severely limited highway capacity at M5 J9, with
queuing on the M5 Junction 9 slips causing safety concerns on
a daily basis. In addition, the A46 is severely congested causing
severance for residents, schools and businesses and also
prevents growth.
Severe capacity and congestion issues threaten the viability
of the A46 as a strategic route and prejudices the ability of the
strategic road network to fulfil its economic role.

Objectives
• Reduce congestion - Improve the flow of traffic by providing additional capacity and
delivering a dedicated access route for through traffic from A46 to M5.
• Support housing delivery - Tewkesbury Borough Council has submitted a bid for a Garden
Town at Ashchurch.
• Support economic growth and re-balancing - This scheme would facilitate commercially
accessible employment land.
• Supporting the Strategic Road Network (SRN) - The scheme will improve end to end journey
times, improve journey time reliability and resilience on the SRN.

Estimated costs and start date

The total cost of the scheme has been estimated to be in the region between £200 -£250 million
and with an estimate construction date in 2022/2023.

www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/western-gateway

This scheme is currently indicative and is solely reliant on Government funding.
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MRN – Priority - A4174 Ring Road
capacity improvement

Overview
The A4174 is a key strategic route in the Greater Bristol area, providing a link between the A4 and
Bath in the south, to the M32 and north Bristol Fringe. This section of the route provides access
to developing housing and employment areas including the
Emersons Green Enterprise Area.
The scheme scope area looks at improvements to a potential
six junctions on the A4174 Ring Road in South Gloucestershire
and a smart corridor scheme to help efficiently manage traffic
flows using the latest technology. Scheme options include
the upgrade of roundabouts to “throughabout” roundabouts,
signalised roundabout to crossroads, and other capacity
improvements including increasing the number of circulatory
lanes.
This section of the A4174 Ring Road currently experiences
congestion and resilience issues during weekday peak hours.
These issues are likely to become more severe in future if no
action is taken, which would constrain the economic potential
of the north-east Bristol Fringe.

Objectives
• Relieve congestion on the A4174 corridor between Lyde Green roundabout and Kingsfield
roundabout
• Minimise the impact of traffic/infrastructure to the natural environment and, where possible
deliver opportunities for environmental enhancement
• Unlock the economic potential in the north east Bristol Fringe
• Protect and enhance access for non-car modes
• Improve safety
• Improve network resilience and journey time reliability

Estimated costs and start date

The total cost of the scheme has been estimated to be in the region of £30 million and with an
estimate construction date in 2020/2021

www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/western-gateway

This scheme is currently indicative and is solely reliant on Government funding.
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MRN – Priority - A4174 Ministry of Defence
(MOD) Roundabout junction improvement

Overview
The A4174 MOD Roundabout provides access to key housing and employment areas including
the Filton Enterprise Area, Ministry of Defence (MOD), Abbey Wood, Bristol Business Park and
UWE Frenchay Campus.
The scheme aims to improve three junctions on the A4174 in South Gloucestershire between
the Filton Roundabout and M32 Junction 1 comprising of:
• Filton Avenue Junction - A signal-controlled staggered
junction between the A4174 and Filton Avenue, providing
access primarily to residential areas.
• MOD Roundabout - This is a signal-controlled roundabout
providing access from the A4174 to the Great Stoke Way,
MOD Abbey Wood and Abbey Wood Shopping Park. This
is a key junction within the scheme, with options under
consideration including a grade-separated roundabout/
flyover.
• Coldharbour Lane Junction - This is a signal-controlled
T-junction between the A4174 and Coldharbour Lane.
This section of the A4174 Ring Road currently experiences
congestion and resilience issues during weekday peak hours.
These issues are likely to become more severe in future if no
action is taken, constraining the economic potential of the
north fringe.

Objectives
• Relieve congestion on the A4174 corridor between Filton Avenue Junction and Coldharbour
Lane Junction
• Minimise the impact of traffic/infrastructure to the natural environment and, where possible
deliver opportunities for environmental enhancement
• Unlock the economic potential in the north Bristol Fringe
• Protect and enhance access for non-car modes
• Improve safety by reducing congestion related collisions
• Improve network resilience and journey time reliability

Estimated costs and start date

The total cost of the scheme has been estimated to be in the region of £20-30 million and with
an estimate construction date in 2024/2025

www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/western-gateway

This scheme is currently indicative and is solely reliant on Government funding.
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MRN – Priority - A350 - M4 J17 Improvement

Overview
This scheme involves increasing the capacity at M4 Junction 17 to mitigate the impacts of
future growth and will comprise of the following components:
• Widen approaches to M4 Junction 17 including A350 northbound, A429 southbound and
B4122.
• Provide free-flow movements between the A350 northbound
and M4 westbound.
• Widening and upgrade of both off and on slip roads.
• Widening the circulatory carriageway.
• Full signalisation at M4 Junction 17.
The scheme will address the following issues:
• Planned and future housing and employment growth is
forecast to have a significant adverse impact on the road
network at M4 Junction 17.
• Strategic role of the A350 major road network is threatened by
increasing congestion, with potential negative connectivity
and economic impacts for western Wiltshire.
• Performance of the M4 strategic road network is threatened
by mainline queuing due to growth in demand at
Junction 17.

Objectives
• To reduce overall junction delay and improve journey time reliability at M4 Junction 17 by
2036.
• To ensure that M4 Junction 17 has the capacity to accommodate planned growth (Wiltshire
Core Strategy and Chippenham Site Allocations Plan) and future growth (emerging Wiltshire
Local Plan 2036).
• To support economic growth at M4 Junction 17, assisting the delivery and operation of key
strategic employment sites in the A350 Corridor and M4-Swindon SWLEP Growth Zones.
• Maintain and improve existing levels of safety at M4 Junction 17, following the successful
delivery of recent improvements at Junction 17.

Estimated costs and start date

The total cost of the scheme has been estimated to be in the region of £25 million and
with an estimated construction date in 2022/2023.

www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/western-gateway

This scheme is currently indicative and is solely reliant on Government funding.
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MRN – Priority - A350 Chippenham
Bypass Improvements – Phases 4 & 5

Overview
The A350 is a key strategic link for both north-south connectivity, and business and freight
movements from the south coast to the M4.
This scheme represents the next phase of the planned A350 Chippenham Bypass improvements
undertaken to address existing and forecast capacity constraints, associated with poor journey
time reliability, increasing journey times and high accident rates. The A350 Chippenham Bypass
Dualling Phases 4 and 5 aims to increase the capacity along the A350 and includes the following
components:
• Dualling the carriageway between Bumpers and Cepen Park South roundabouts.
• Dualling the carriageway between Chequers and Lackham roundabouts.
• Bumpers roundabout capacity improvements.
• Lackham roundabout capacity improvements.
Whilst previous phases of the A350 improvement works have
delivered benefits, capacity constraints and the resultant
impacts will only be exacerbated by the delivery of over 4,000
new homes planned for Chippenham in the Wiltshire Core
Strategy.
In addition, up to 13,535 dwellings in the Chippenham
Housing Market Area are being considered as part of the
emerging Wiltshire Local Plan 2036, including 5,155 in
Chippenham itself. This growth will further threaten the
strategic role of the A350, in particular its role in supporting
new housing and employment delivery and in maintaining
north-south connectivity.
Improvements to the A350 corridor are fundamental to the
realisation of the Swindon and Wiltshire Local Enterprise
Partnership’s Strategic Economic Plan.

Objectives
• Improve existing journey time reliability and reduce total delay along the A350 Chippenham
Bypass to preserve its key role including as part of the advisory freight route network.
• Reduce the frequency of personal injury accidents along the A350 Chippenham Bypass and
parallel routes.
• Increase the capacity of the A350 Chippenham Bypass to support planned and future growth
(emerging Wiltshire Local Plan 2036).
• Improve forecast journey time reliability and total delay along the A350 Chippenham Bypass
which may otherwise discourage inward investment on new and existing employment sites in
Chippenham and the corridor as a whole.
• Protect the strategic role of the A350 and reduce community impacts, by increasing the road
capacity to minimise traffic reassigning onto the local road network.

Estimated costs and start date
The total cost of the scheme has been estimated to be in the region of £30 million and
with an estimated construction date in 2020/2021.

www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/western-gateway
This scheme is currently indicative and is solely reliant on Government funding.
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LLM – Priority A350 Melksham Bypass scheme

Overview
The A350 is a primary north-south route connecting the M4 with the Dorset coast and Poole port. In
Wiltshire it passes around the principal settlements of Chippenham and Trowbridge via the town of
Melksham and neighbouring village of Beanacre, and on to Westbury and Warminster.
The proposed scheme is for a new road alignment for the A350 around the eastern side of Melksham,
bypassing the village of Beanacre. Route options to the east of the town are being considered.
The scheme proposes to mitigate the below issues on the A350 at Melksham:
• Limitations of the road network around Melksham – the layout of the road network means the A350
serves multiple functions; journeys to and from the north and south of Melksham have to pass through the
town via the A350 including the River Avon crossing or face significant diversions.
• Physical constraints in the ‘urban’ sections of the A350 in northern Melksham and Beanacre village –
the A350 passes through residential areas with 30mph limits, is constrained by property frontages on both
sides and there are several junctions in northern Melksham used, predominately, by local traffic to access
amenities.
• Insufficient capacity of the A350 through Melksham to cope with current and projected future
traffic volumes – significant peak period congestion is currently
experienced on the Melksham-Beanacre sections, especially around
Farmers and Semington Road roundabouts, and between Bath Road
and the Leekes store.
• High collision rates along the A350 through Melksham - twelve
serious collisions have been recorded between 2012 and 2016, with
severity rates generally higher on the A350 compared to other roads
in the area.
• Severance impacts on communities in Beanacre and northern
Melksham – high traffic volumes using the route (including
significant numbers of HGVs) exposes residents to noise and air
pollution, and pedestrian access to local shops in northern Melksham
and the town centre is restricted, which discourages walking and
cycling along the route.
The Wiltshire Core Strategy (2006-2026) identifies a housing need of
2,370 in the Melksham Community area - 5,090 in the Chippenham
CA and 6,975 in the Trowbridge CA. This growth will place additional
pressures and further threaten the strategic role of the A350.

Objectives
• Reduce journey times and delays on the A350 through Melksham and Beanacre, allowing for future growth
in demand.
• Reduce journey times and delays on the following routes through Melksham:
• A350 South to A3102
• A365 West to A365 East
• A350 South to A365 West.
• Provide enhanced opportunities for walking and cycling between Melksham town centre and the rail
station/Bath Road, and along the existing A350 corridor within Melksham.
• Reduce personal injury accident rates and severity for the A350 and Melksham as a whole.
• Reduce the volume of traffic including HGVs passing along the current A350 route in northern Melksham
and Beanacre, and avoid negative impacts on other existing or potential residential areas.

Estimated costs and start date
The total cost of the scheme has been estimated to be in the region of £80 million and
with an estimated construction date in 2023/2024.

www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/western-gateway
This scheme is currently indicative and is solely reliant on Government funding.
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MRN – Priority - A38 – Churchill Lights/ Bristol
Airport/ Barrow Tanks upgrade

Overview
The A38 provides an important economic link between Bristol, Somerset and the communities
south of Bristol. It is a key route to Bristol airport and forms part of the designated Strategic Road
Network alternative route.
The measures for the A38 major road network aim to remove
the pinch points and provide additional capacity both close to
Bristol Airport and along the A38 from south Bristol, through
North Somerset, to the M5 at junction 22 in Somerset, and to
ensure the route is resilient to planned housing and economic
growth. The package contains the following elements:
• Widening of the A38 around the airport
• Improvements to the junction with Downside Road
• Localised improvements to the A38
The A38 is of varying standards with individual locations
benefiting from targeted highway improvements over many
years without the benefit of a review of the whole corridor. The
route is generally single carriageway with only short sections of
two lanes in one direction and a single lane in the other.

Objectives
• To improve journey times and average speeds to preserve the primary route function of the
A38 and reduce traffic diverting onto less appropriate routes through sensitive villages or
narrow lanes.
• Reduce the number of collisions and improve resilience of this primary route which also
serves as a formally designated diversion route for the strategic road network.
• Reduce disruption to through traffic as a result of traffic accessing the airport
• Improve the functioning of the primary route corridor in the vicinity of the airport by creating
additional running lanes to provide more reliable access for general traffic and for buses
serving the airport

Estimated costs and start date

The total cost of the scheme is still under review, however early output estimates an outturn
cost of just under £20 million and with an estimated construction date in 2021/2022.

www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/western-gateway

This scheme is currently indicative and is solely reliant on Government funding.
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MRN – Priority - A338
Southern Salisbury Improvements

Overview
Salisbury is a historic city that has experienced air pollution problems caused by traffic and
forms the heart of the Swindon and Wiltshire Local Enterprise Partnership’s ‘Salisbury A303
Growth Zone’.
The scheme improvements were identified in the Salisbury Transport Strategy 2012 and 2018 as
part of a package of measures to resolve traffic problems in Salisbury, which will be exacerbated
by future housing and employment developments with up to 5,290 dwellings in the Salisbury
Housing Market Area being considered as part of the emerging Wiltshire Local Plan 2036.
The scheme involves the redesign of both Exeter Street roundabout and Harnham Gyratory, and
includes a review of Microprocessor Optimised Vehicle Actuation (MOVA) timings at Park Wall
junction.
• Exeter Street roundabout will be changed to a signalised T junction with St Nicholas Street
connecting to the north.
• At Harnham gyratory, the A3094 approach arm, the stop line at the western circulatory and the
A338 approach arm will be widened to three lanes.
• The exit to the A338 will also be realigned to reduce the
curvature and improve this movement for large and long
bodied vehicles.
The scheme will address the following issues:
• Existing and forecast traffic experience delays at the scheme
junctions, making journeys using the A338/A3094 more
difficult, impacting on transport costs and resulting in
negative agglomeration impacts.
• The strategic role of the A338 and A3094 will be threatened by
increased congestion and delays within Salisbury.
• Active and sustainable travel modes are discouraged in favour
of car travel with potential impacts on health.
• Congestion related shunts occur frequently at the scheme
junctions.

Objectives
• Ensure that the transport network in Salisbury has the capacity to accommodate future
growth.
• Reduce personal injury accidents at the scheme junctions.
• Protect the strategic role of the major road network and strategic road network.
• Reduce delay for all transport users at the scheme junctions

Estimated costs and start date
The total cost of the scheme has been estimated to be in the region of £15 million and with
an estimated construction date in 2021/2022.

www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/western-gateway
This scheme is currently indicative and is solely reliant on Government funding.
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MRN – Priority - A338 Wessex Fields Phase 2

Overview
The Wessex Fields business area lies in the north-eastern fringe of Bournemouth just off the A338
Bournemouth Spur Road - the main route into Bournemouth from the A31 Trunk road from the
north. Wessex Fields includes the Royal Bournemouth Hospital, Littledown Leisure Centre and a
number of businesses including JP Morgan, Ageas, The Village and the Bournemouth Law Courts.
The combined area is home to 10,000 jobs and key employers.
The scheme comprises of a new link directly from the A338 Wessex Way delivered in two phases.
• Phase 1 is a new left-in, left-out (‘off’ and ‘on’) slip road on the southbound carriageway of the
A338, with a new spine road that leads into Wessex Fields and hospital areas via full access to
Deansleigh Road and due for completion in Spring 2021.
• Phase 2 will convert the Phase 1 left-in, left-out junction into a
full grade-separated junction on the A338 Wessex Way.
The configuration of the existing highway network means that
there is insufficient additional highway capacity to bring forward
the important allocated Riverside Avenue Employment Site 6ha
without providing an additional access point, inhibiting local
economic growth.
Wessex Fields intersects a major east/west corridor in north
Bournemouth (Castle Lane) and is served by a single access
from Castle Lane East on the north side of the business area and
the Chaseside area by a single access from the south side of the
business area. This causes significant traffic congestion during
morning and evening peak hours, adversely affecting local
businesses, and these issues can affect access for ambulances.

Objectives
• Construct a new A338 junction that provides additional highway capacity to help existing
businesses to expand
• Unlocks the currently undeveloped ‘allocated’ 6.07ha Riverside Avenue Employment Site
• Provide a vital second access to the (expanding) Royal Bournemouth Hospital (Poole A&E closing)
• Reduce delays due to traffic congestion on the A338/Castle Lane East/Riverside corridor and
improve ambulance journey time reliability
• Facilitate increased sustainable travel by delivering better infrastructure for pedestrians and
cyclists.

Estimated costs and start date

The total cost of the scheme has been estimated to be in the region of £21 million and with an
estimated construction date in 2021/2022.

www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/western-gateway

This scheme is currently indicative and is solely reliant on Government funding.
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How can you help?
At this early stage the Western Gateway STB is currently seeking views from key stakeholders through the
Transport and Business Forum. The forum will act as an advisory body to the Western
Gateway Board and Senior Officer Group representing the views of stakeholders. The Transport and Business
Forum will aim to meet on a bi-annual basis and the appointed chair of the forum will be invited to sit on the
Wester Gateway STB.

Initial discussion points within the forum will include:
• How is your business or service affected by infrastructure deficits?
• What are key transport and connectivity challenges your business faces?
• Views on the emerging MRN and LLM priorities
• Identification of other travel improvements and how we could prioritise them?

Where can I find out more information?
We will be keeping our webpage up to date with the latest information please see:
www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/western-gateway

